mission. Scholars who examined
both the A.D. 980 and B.C. 150
copies were impressed by this
astounding accuracy. For example, the book of Isaiah possesses 95 percent accuracy. The rest
5 percent accounts for obvious
slips of pen and variations in
spelling.
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;sir isyskh
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oqgq.euqKq uyrc;=ud
cklú wdY%s; ckl;d
tla ÿlanr l;djla
fkdaud iy fidaud
iS.sßh f,dal Wreuh
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Ndjfkdfjka iekiSu
wisßu;a nqÿ iiqk
i;Hh fidhd hdu
iïud iïnqoaO O¾ufoaYkd
ft;sydisl l=vqïì.,
nqÿrÿka jod, Ndjkd Wmfoia

t,a,dj, fïOdkkao ysñ
kdauka isßmd,
mS weï ch;s,l
lreKdodi iQßhwdrÉÑ
ud,sx. wurisxy
ohdmd, chfk;a;s
wef,la frdnáika
,laiasuka lygmsáh
lsßn;af.dv [dKdkkao ysñ
rejka ã wr;a;kf.a
t,a,dj, fïOdkkao ysñ
fndamsáfha {dkdjdi ysñ

rkauq;= wru
wisßu;a ckl;d
isxyf,a cd;sl igka
fy<sorõj
rkauq;= wru
msá¥fõ isßOïu yduqÿrefjda
wfma cd;sl fldäfha isxykdoh

iS,.u úu, kdysñ
idaur;ak nkakeyel
ohdjxY chfldä
rE fm úfÊisxy
mS,.u úu, kdysñ
iSi¾ iqÿisxy
ouhka;s chfldä
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3. Were the original records of Jesus
destroyed?
Brown asserts; "The modern Bible was compiled and edited by men who possessed a
political agenda…. to solidify their own
power base" (page 317).
This controversy generates two key issues.
Firstly, did Constantine altered or biased the
New Testament books? Secondly, did he
suppress documents that should have been
included in the Bible?
It's important to note that thousands of
copies of Bible were dispersed all over the
world within the first few centuries of
Christianity. By the time of Constantine, the
church was widespread encompassing millions of believers who were thoroughly familiar with the New Testament and the whole
Bible as well. If Constantine wanted to successfully alter the Bible, he would have to
meticulously gather all those copies (assuming that people would be willing to surrender
them). Could this be a possible scenario?
Moreover, the Bible was translated into a
number of languages even before the time
of Constantine. Should we believe that all
these translations also were concurrently
altered so they would have a uniform and
identical revision?
Church leaders and heretics alike confirm
the wide usage of the New Testament books
in the second century. Marcion, the heretic,
nearly 200 years before the council of
Nicaea, had recognised 11 of the 27 New
Testament books as being the authentic writings of apostles. Being a heretic he didn't
write what the bishops wanted.
Da Vinci Code states, "More than eighty
gospels were considered for the New
Testament and yet only a relative few were
chosen for inclusion - Matthew, Mark, Luke
and John" (page 313).
Such a view is absolute nonsense. History
reveals there were only 12 gospels circulating during this time other than the four
canonical gospels.
Why were the Gnostic gospels excluded
from the Bible? Again, it was not
Constantine who condemned them as heretical. It was the apostles themselves.
Gnosticism was slightly growing already in
the first century. That's why the apostle John
wrote, "Who, then, is the liar? It is anyone
who says that Jesus is not the Messiah.
Such a person is the enemy of Christ - he
rejects both the father and the son" (1 John
2:22). Iranaeus, an early church leader (A.D.
130 - 220) refers to "an unspeakable number of apocryphal and spurious writing,
which they themselves (gnostics) had forged
to bewilder the minds of the foolish.
The origins of gnosticism are obscure. As
Christianity spreads, gnostics stole and
mixed some doctrines and elements of
Christianity into their beliefs, perhaps to
keep their recruitment number up. Out of 52
gnostic writings, only 5 are said to be
gospels. Authors of these manuscripts are
unknown. No credible scholar attests that
they were written by their purported authors.
In stark contrast, canonical writings of New

Testament were authored by eyewitnesses and their immediate successors
of events reported. All these gnostic
gospels have been dated too late to be
reliable. The earliest gnostic gospels
may date as A.D. 150 (but most date in
3rd or 4th century) whereas canonical
gospels are dated from A.D. 50 to A.D.

It's important to note that
thousands of copies of
Bible were dispersed all
over the world within the
first few centuries of
Christianity.
150 - approximately a century ahead.
Luke's gospel is dated at A.D. 60. For
one simple fact, scholars have often
emphasized that all four canonical
gospels must date prior to A.D. 70. The
failure and the destruction of Jerusalem
in A.D. 70 at the hands of Titus and his
Roman warriors was a terrible holocaust
in the history. But all four authors of
canonical gospels fail to mention this
historical incident. The only possibility
for the failure would be that they were
written before that time.
Scholars have pointed out one more
simple fact. If Christians corrupted and
reinvented the New Testament for the
betterment of themselves wouldn't they
have eliminated the unflattering verses
about the Christians (like Peter denying
Christ three times and the disciples
scattering like a bunch of faithless cowards when Christ was arrested)?

Within this brief letter, I have
tried to summarise how the base
of Dan Brown's Da Vinci Code
has been challenged by the true
evidence of history and the scriptures. I expect this would be a
consoling revelation for the faithful Christians and enlightenment
for others who dabble in darkness without ascertaining the
truth. It is ridiculous to see that
some self-called scholars are
playing like frogs in the well, when
there are enough accurate evidences.
Da Vinci Code was not at all a
shocking earthquake, a volcano
eruption, a tsunami or any other
disaster to the Catholic Church or
to the Christian world. This was
merely one of the many attacks
that the church has come across
right from the beginning. The early
Christians were fiercely persecuted
by the Roman authorities. In fact,
number New Testament writers
sacrificed their lives in defence of
their writings and teachings. No
one choose to die for something
that was made up out of thin air!
There is no other religion in the
world which has been enormously
assailed and profaned other than
Christianity. This reminds us the
famous Sinhalese proverb; throwing stones at the fruitful tree.
Neither Jesus had a political base
nor did He hail from a royal family.
But He changed the entire world in
three years. There is no any religious leader (or anybody) who has
shown a greater love towards
mankind in the history than Jesus
Christ who Himself was God in
human flesh.
(complied in association with the writings of Dr. Ron Rhodes and other
authors)

4. Do recently discovered manuscripts tell the truth about Jesus?
In Brown's words, "Constantine commissioned and financed a new Bible, which
omitted those gospels that spoke of
Christ's human traits and embellished
those gospels that made him godlike.
The earlier gospels were outlawed,
gathered up and burned" (page 317).
It is not secret that early church rejected
fraudulent writings as heretics. This has
been a well-known fact for centuries
and those documents have never been
counted as part of the authentic writings
of apostles.
Dan Brown seems to think that Dead
Sea Scrolls support his position. Among
these scrolls discovered at Qumran in
1947, are Old Testament manuscripts
that date around 150 B.C. almost a
thousand years earlier than the previous
existed manuscripts (which date A.D.
980). Despite from very few changes, it
is significant to note that the two manuscripts are essentially the same. The
fact that manuscripts separated by a
thousand years indicates the incredible
accuracy of the Old Testament trans-
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